
Natural Language Acquisition 
Supports and Goal-writing







When involved in a well-regulating, quiet/private therapy situation, and playful modeling/
participation with a partner, the student will spontaneously produce: (single words/noun + 
noun unique two-word combinations 50% of  the time) [Note that this goal is purposefully left 
open-ended, as students’ need for support and practice depends on age]

Stage 3 goal

Stage 3 Supports C:   Block. (3) 
M:   Block there? 
J:     Block here? 
C:   This ... piece ... get. (3) 
J:     Put here? 
C:   Three ... wood. (3)

J:     Green + wood 
C:   Three + wood 
J:     Wood  + pink 
C:    Pink + wood 
J:     That + block 
C:    Mikey + there 
J:     There + Mikey 
C:    Here + Eeyore 
J:      Cute + Eeyore 
C:    Eeyore + Eeyore 
J:      Eeyore + Mikey 
C:    Eeyore + blanket 
C:    Mommy + blanket!



When involved in a well-regulating, conversational setting of  the student’s choice (play-
based/student-led) with a knowledgable partner, the student will spontaneously produce/
access sentences using several examples of  grammar at the same developmental level of  
Developmental Sentence Types and Developmental Sentence Scoring, including xxx, to 
communicate a variety of  intentions including xxx, given no more linguistic support than 
conversational language models at the student’s developmental level.

Stage 4 goal

Stage 4 Supports
1. Support and model 2-word combos that express semantic relationships;  
2. these build on the relationships from Stage 3.  
3. This is pre-sentence grammar. It builds from: noun phrases (noun + noun, noun + 

attributes, and noun + location) to: verb phrases, adjective phrases, etc.  
4. Continue to model naturally to express meaning that is important to the student. 
5. Allow the student to discover grammar through passive models and frequent natural 

opportunities. 
6. Stage 4 = DSS 1-3; constructions develop at about the                                                    

same time; model broadly from Levels 1-3



When involved in a well-regulating, conversational setting of  the student’s choice (play-
based/student-led) with a knowledgable partner, the student will spontaneously produce/
access sentences using several examples of  grammar at the same developmental level of  
Developmental Sentence Scoring, including xxx, to communicate a variety of  intentions 
including xxx, given no more linguistic support than conversational language models at the 
student’s developmental level.

Stage 5 Supports
1. Introduce new grammar when it matters;   make 

sure grammar is never ‘empty’ 
2. Embed grammar targets in meaningful conversation 

and narrative 
3. Continue to superimpose grammar on relationships 

between/among concepts 
4. Drop back to pre-sentence grammar or Stage 4 

grammar when needed   
5. Stage 5 = DSS 4-6  Stage 5 Goal



1. Introduce new grammar only when it matters and 
can be superimposed on meaning 

2. Introduce new grammar when the semantic 
relationship is expressed best with it 

3. Make sure the Stage 5 grammar is already in place; 
don’t create grammar-gaps 

4. Stage 6 = DSS 7 + 8 
5. Embed grammar targets in meaningful conversation 
6. This stage can naturally continue throughout the 

school years

Stage 6 Supports

When involved in a well-regulating, conversational setting of  the student’s choice (play-
based/student-led) with a knowledgable partner, the student will spontaneously produce/
access sentences using several examples of  grammar at the same developmental level of  
Developmental Sentence Scoring, including xxx, to communicate a variety of  intentions 
including xxx, given no more linguistic support than conversational language models at the 
student’s developmental level.

Stage 6 Goal



1. Maintain and grow opportunities to use the 
language the individual can access 

2. Take advantage of  text-based/AAC opportunities 
to expand conversational opportunities 

3. Whole-brain language growth naturally continues 
all our lives 

4. Grow ‘horizontal’ communication progress 
5. Remember what’s important! “Once I realized he 

was using his ‘movie talk’ to communicate with 
ME, our entire relationship changed!” 

Life-long learning 
supports

When optimally-regulated, supported by a knowledgable partner (names/situations) who 
can ‘keep the conversation going,’ and involved in a mutually-agreeable activity, the 
individual will spontaneously produce/access X number of  utterances (or maintain 
conversation for X period of  time) to express communicative intentions of  their choice.

Life-long learning goal
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